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1. Introduction 

As part of its technical assistance project to the International 

Centre far Public Entei-pr i ses < ICPE>, UNIDO ass i 9ned Gotthard P. 

Heilborn. a consultant from Rosenheim. FRG. to undertake a one 

week mission from 09 .. - 15.06.88 to provide ad hoc assistance to 

ICPE's consultancy services to MEBLO, Nova Gorica. Yugoslavia as 

pe1- Job Description SI/INT/88/801/11-53/J_.12209 <Anne;c 1>. 

His Terms of Reference we1-e to comp i Le informat ic:;ns on the past 

and current works. to review the current Level of technological 

deve lopr.ient. and to 1-ecommend possible ways for i mprovem~nts and 

expansion. and for marketln9 HEBLO's know howby me~ns of 

consultancy and engineering services. 

He hereby wishes to thank his counterpart. Mr.. Victor Arh of 

MEDLO and all his cc l Legues. who have p1-ov i ded him "'i th so many 

informations. He also wishes to thank Dr. Eda Pirkmajer, the Team 

Leader of the ICPE project for the guidance throughout. and for 

the summarising discussions at the end of the mis~ion. 
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2. Present Situation in General 

First of all it has to be clearly stated that MEBLO at this stage 

is no lo119er to be considered as a furniture factory but it 

rather is a ccmbinate in 111tlich the production and marketing of 

furniture still represents a major component for the revenue but 

lillhere other industrial and commercial branches are. and will have 

to be. increasingly looked into. favoured and expanded. 

At present the following branches of the combinate provide their 

share to the n~venue: 

24.0" from Wooden Furniture 

23.5 X from Particle Board 

30.9 X from Textile Products 

11.2 X 'from Metal and Pla~tic Products 

10.4 X from Machinery and Electronics. 

The present situation was observed in details as follows: 
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2 .. 1. Wooden Furniture 

This part of the complex itself consists of several units Located 

in Nova Garica and other formerly independent factories Located 

in Branik, Cepovan and Trnovo which have meanwhile joined into 

the MEBLO comb i na te but wh i ch have not been vis i ted in the cou1-se 

of this missicn. 

In Nova Garica MEBLO operates 

a sawmill ade-quate for its o~n consumption 

production Lines for solid timber furniture 

p1-oduction lines for panel furniture 

a product ion line for furn I ture from bended Laminates .. 

As mentioned already in the reports of Mr. Bassi Li, Mr .. Auboeck 

and Hr. Pavlin the machinery is modern and up-to-date and the 

staff seems well traineo. Thus in this field changes s~em to be 

of not a great actuc.Lity and importancy .. 

But it was observed that 

the company seems to be halfway f1-om se L ler • s to buyer's 

market with all related conse1.,uences, and 

the management has obviously not taken the necessary 

conoe1.,uences mainly with regard to the furniture design .. 
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While over most of the 40 years of the existence of the company 

the onlY objective was to produce the masses of furniture as pe,

the ~,Lan and for the never end i 119 demand of the buyers with the 

.ain problecn of the delivery time - the situation has meanwhile 

chancJed into the apposite. 

Suddenly this situation had changed and today and for the first 

time since the COll'.Pany was established the products are not 

autocr.atically sent to the waiting customer but have to be 

marketed. 

And as already mentioned in other reports also suddenly the 

company should ,-ealise that only such p1-oducts can successfully 

be •arketed which are not only sought by the customers because of 

Its beauty of the design which follows the Latest fashion 

trends, 

Its careful selection of the materidls, 

its und i sputab Le "t,Ua Li ty of the workmc.nsh i p 

its i-easonab Le prices 

but which must a Lso be manufactured unde;- conditions where such 

prices can be achieved with a comfortable profit margin. 

And in this respect it was observed that desi9n s~ems to be still 

considered as a matter of 'art' onl;• rather than as a combination 

of 'art' with the necessity of a 'most economical 

rationalised producf .on'. 

and most 
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Thus the present situation shows products which .:a-e produced on 

most modern machine and production Lines but under desi9n 

conditions wasting all the efforts because only the 'art' 

component has been fu l f i l Led but the production costs a1-e to hi 9h 

and c.annot provide the req,ulred profit margin. 

This seems to be the most important change to be made as soon as 

possible. And this refers as well to the solid timber furniture 

as to the panel and laminateofurniture. 

2.2. Particle Board 

The existing particle board factory is sti LL to be considered as 

u1odern and also s i zewise ade-tuate under econom ica L views. The 

~uality of the products is 9ood. But due to its 'economical' size 

of the output only a fraction is consumed by the own furniture 

factory wh i Le a 9reat percentage has to be sold to the ma1·ket. 

But Mr. Bassi Li has ve1·y 1·ightly already observed and stated Jn 

his report th~t when0ver and wherever 'raw' particle board has to 

be marketed the profit margin must be very small if at all 

existir.9. 
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2.3. Textile Products 

This deparimeni is very typ i ca i. fo,- the development of h'"EBLO f1-om 

a furniture factory into a combinate of its today's 

diversification. 

While o•-lginalty a depa1-tment for uphclstei-Y furniture was added 

to complete the range of furniture being offered to the customers 

this department has meam"h i Le expanded and deve Loped into an 

~uite independent factory in which the production of upholstery 

fun1 i ture rep1-esents on Ly abc•.it 30 Y. of the total revenue of the 

department. 

2.4. Metal ~nd Plastic Products 

This department seems to be on the same p~th of development as 

the textile products lines. Originally created to complete the 

range of products for the furniture buying customer now Lamps, 

bath1·oom accesscires .n-.d a range of metal and plastic based 

furniture are now manufactured. 

And most of thf! products ;;re now being sold independent Ly from 

any direct sal~s of furniture. 
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2.5 .. Machinery and Elech-onics 

While other departmEnts of HEBLO are still mainly concentrated on 

supportin9 the main product line - furniture - this department is 

fully on its way to diver~ification .. 

Originally likely a maintenance department it has accepted the 

challen9e to design and manufacture special machines on demand of 

the furniture manafactul-in9 .. Those machines have late1- been sold 

and offered to outsiders ... And by today the department is offering 

a ran9e of 10 different machines for specialised purposes as an 

rather independent business Line of HEBLO .. 

Huch further development was achieved by the former electric 

maintenance section which by today has gone into manufacturing or 

better into assembly of computer and CIH e~uipment ... 

Both sections of the Machinery and Electronics department provide 

a 10. 4 X man~ in of the revenue to the company by today with all 

prospects of further growth and development ... 

2 ... 6 ... Engineering 

In the same way as the other (formerly solely service oriented> 

depar tmel-.ts have deve Loped into real di ven:; if i cat ion a Lso the 

en9ineerin9 department is planning to become independent. 
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This intention rs however. just started and in the very initial 

stage. P.ut it provides a good field for future developments 

mainly in exports and has to be Looked into it carefully. 

2.7. Retail Shops 

It is the business policy of HEBLO to 1Darket its products ma inly 

ihrou9h own retail 6hops. This is valid for Yugoslavia and the 

Mi dd Le East at the moment out p Lans a1-e in the pipe Line to open 

such retail shaps also in Austria and Italy in the near future. 

and in the Far East in the foreseeable future. too. 

The w.;ay those 1-et a i L shops are d~cor.; ted and designed has been 

mentioned in the report of Mr& Bassi Li already and definitely 

needs to be improved on the way from seller's market <keep 

customers pat i ent Ly wa i t i ng unt i L de L i ven·· is ready> to :Ee ayer 's 

m . .:n-ket C demonstrate buyers and se l l them the idea how nice and 

co:rrfor tab Le Living in such fm-n it u1-e cou Ld be>. 

Since the local market in Yu9oslavia is declinin9 any~ay it ~i LL 

be necessary for the management of MEBLO to decide whether such a 

re-decor.;.tin9 of the 1-etai Ls shops would achieve a higher or at 

lea»t not declining market sharo or whether other measures such 

as modification of the design, creation of a 'youth line' as 

~u99ested by Hr. Bassi LI etc could provide for more success. 
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2.8 Export 

This is one of the main sectors in HEBLO where expansion will 

provide for economic success. Today's export Is handled through 

MEBLO ITALIANA and directed mainly to the Middle East .. 

HEBLO is proud to have showrooms <retail shops) now in Abu Dhabi. 

Dubai and Kuwait while another one in Doha is to be opened soon. 

Thoss. showrooms are operated together with Local businessmen and 

could be considered as another way of sales through agents. This 

kind of sales may have to be Looked into. 

Precond It ions for export are actua L Ly ve1-y good a h-eady because 

the ever depreciating Dinar allows attractive prices to overseas 

buyers 

costs. 

al so eas i l y ba lane I n9 the fre I gh t and other hand L i ng 

Export is furthermore most important because it provides MEBLO 

w i th the- most needed fore i c;m exchange. 

2.9 Contract Fun1ishin9 Service 

This department seems to be also one with a 1-eal futu1-e because 

the possibility to use so many of its own products provides the 

engineers with Jn excellent basis for such a 'turnkey' contract 

furnishing service. 
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Due to the declining value of the Yugc~lav l)inar this depar.ment 

will increasingly be attractive to overse-ls investors lookin9 for 

the Interior decoration of hotels, congress c£>ntrcs, stadia and 

so many other public or private enterprises with the need of a 

uniform, high q_uality interior decoration. 

3. Recommendations for immediate Actions 

In ~he following sections of this report it was tried not to repeat such 

r~=ommendations which have been brought forward by Hr. Bassi Li 

and the other experts already. All of those are fu l lY supported 

without modifications or alterations except for the one referring 

to the ful·n i t ure design where changes have been recommended in a 

very general way and where here in this report details shall be 

suggested& 

3.1. Design Changes 

As mentioned eal- Li er all experts have found that the present way 

of using the desic;m as basis for the manufacturing and selling of 

the furniture needs improvement without 9oin9 into many det1ils. 

During the relatively sho1·t time available for finding of facts 

in Nova Coric.:. It was observed that design was once only used for 
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a rnodu i.ar furniture Line wh i Le a LL othe1- furniture mode is are 

designed under the criteria of 'modern Look' neglecting the need 

of the most economic manufatur ir19 parameters. 

At this stage it should be explained what is meant with 'most 

economical manufacturing' and 'modular system'. 

The furniture industry in the Federal Republic of Germany is 

accepted as being most developed.. To understand the 1-easons why 

this has been possible it is necessary to·atso understand the two 

main co Lun.ns on which such developments h.ave been bu i l t. 

The first column was at all times up to now the avai libi Lity of 

cheap ra~ materials of an extremely hi9h quality through the 

ear Ly de~velopment and use of particle board for the panel 

furn i tu1-e production. 

But almost simultaneously the second column was developed in 

GE;rmany which was the manufac tu1- i ng under the modu tar system .. 

This kind of manufacturin9 means in detai Ls a design which 

st~dies av~rage human body sizes for the people in the area of 

the m~rket, and finds the smallest multiplyable measure Csi=e> 

to provide the desi9n for a permanent multiplication of this 

meas~Jre <size> when 'modules' are designed and created. 

The reason for doil19 so is the knowledge that machines working at a 

hi9h velocity and precision are existing and are providin9 for a 
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high output. but ihat this output is strongly influenced by the 

t I mes re·\ u ired for changing those •ach i nes fros one .ode l s i ze to 

the next one. 

Therefore. and with the hslp of the 'modules'. a system had been 

found where all components of a furniture line are desi9ned with 

a multiplication of the basic .-easure keepiJi9 the number of 

coa~onents as sma!l as ever possible. 

And with the help of the modular components it was then possible 

to split the manufacturing process into two main sections 

-the mach i ne 1·ooms where - independent l y of the i nccm i ng 01-der -

large ~uantities of various co:aponents all with the same width 

e.g. were passed through highly automatically aperated machine 

lines end i n9 up In a fair Ly Lanae intermediate storage for the 

components 

the assembly rooms where - based on the inco«1in9 orders only 

the components ~ere taken out of 1he Intermediate stora9e to be 

C1ssembled as demanded by the particular order& 

This system has helped the German furniture industn•' over a.any 

years to be leading in the world bec~use, In connection with the 

cheap raw material (particle board prices have practically not 

increased d ur i ng the past 30 ye.a rs in Gennany > , i t was poss i b le 

to expand the Local German 1H.rket continuously and ir.creasingly 

to open export markets. 
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This system has also changed the consumers' habits in Germany 

from the grounds up- Whi Le over generations furniture were not 

on Ly bought or1ce in a Life ti me but inherited by the next 

9enerations now suddenly parents realised that their children did 

no longer want to use their furniture but were keen to get new 

and modern ones and even to obtain the latest fashionable ones 

after much less than a generation to improve their home. 

All this w~s only possible through the 'modular design' system 

which allowed furniture makers a very econoniical manufacturinQ fln 

their mad; i nes w i th a mini mum demand for mach i ne changes wh i le 

different surface treatments and designs provided for the range 

of alternatives sought by the customers. 

Only lately this system was completely modified in the FRG. CNC 

operated machines made it possible to 1-educe the times needed fc.r 

the change of a machine setting to almost zero and conse~uently 

to accept variations in sizes for very sma LL series al so. 

For ME~LO a decision has to be made whether 

a gre9lt i nvestm~.,t c:ou ld be a.fforded for b·,- i ng i ng in CNC 

operated machines or for modifying existing machines for CNC 

operation to be then in a position to compete against the 

Central European and German furniture industry with Lower 

production costs but ht 9he,- fre i c;iht costs, or whether 

- with a smallest investment an outside, Likely German, designer 
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should be hired to either h-ain or better even Lead the MEBLO 

designers permanently in the art of 'ind\lstrial design' which 

provides adei.uately for aodern. customer-re~uested Look as well 

~s for thQ cond i ti ons to produce the small number of components 

on the existi"9 •achines MOst econoeically on largest possible 

series - ar~ thus •uch cheaper than today_ 

Such a decis;on could provide HEBLO im'G'lediately fer a profit 

-.arc;iin in the f111·niture production - or for a larger margin which 

would then a l low the aaanageaent to be much m01-e flex i b le than 

the competition by offerin9 the well-known high MEBLO ~uality in 

connection now with affo1-dable price in Yugoslavia - and when 

competing in -the wortd market fer expo1-ts. 

And since it was mentio~ that Lar9e investments cannot be 

considered at the moment it mast be recommended to chose the 

'older' but more appropriate system for the time being. In an~· 

case this sys't~m.wc.uld not only be connected with the smallest 

thinkable investment for an expatriate Industrial Desi9ner but 

cou lcl a !.so be ,-ea l i ~ed almost 

time. 

immediately and without Less of 

3.2. Expansion of Export of Furniture 

While today the export of furniture is mainly hc.ndled through the 

showrooms and i nte·nded own reta i L shops in Austria and lta Ly the 
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export should be expanded through ihe establishment of sales 

agents in mainly overseas counh-ies. 

Furn I tu1-e showrooms are today existing in a Lmost every country in 

the world and those countries with foreign exchange are always 

keen to offer their clientelP.not only Local products but also 

imported ones. 

To implement such ways it would only be possible tc f!nd out the 

countries in the world which do not have· any or strict foreign 

exchan9e regulations and to find furniture importers 01- dealers 

or even •anufacturers in those countries and to offer them the 

range of furniture as it exists in MEBLO today. 

Unfortunately the export department Qf MEBLO is presently not 

connected to the company's main computer and this investment 

should be considered immediately to allow the expansion of export 

activities which seem to be impossible without the help of 

computer manua Ls on eve1-y desl< in the export department. 

In countries of the Far East products are avil~ble which would be 

sought by MEBLO for import such as electric appliances and 

ectronic components for the related departments which could be 

optainea on countertrade basis. 

In this way the export market could be expanded immediately still 

leaving room for a much lar9er expansion ~fter the modular product 
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system has been established .;,nd prices and models could be made 

•.ore attractive. 

3.3. Furniture Components as New Expori Froduct 

This eatter was already recatUtended by Mra Bassill in his report 

and shall be underlir.ed here •gain as a real apportunity. 

The fact that such furniture ca.ponents would be exported to 

Italy and •a'Ybe Austria would i111Prove the income of the particle 

board line substantially because prices paid for furniture 

cow~onents - being nothing else but particle board Laminated and 

cut-to-size and bundled in transportable stacks on pallets - are 

much better than those achievable In the highly competitive 

market for raw particle board. 

But a very interestin9 aspect was created during the mission's 

disccusions. Yugoslavia is intending to establish a 'tax-free 

zone' in Nova Gorica right at the border to Italy. 

HE:SLO should by any 1r1eans obtain an area in this zone and should 

then bring in the particle boa,-d from its Nova G-orica production 

and sliced fancy veneer and/or high ~uallty laminating papers 

fro• abroad Csuch as Italy) and transfer the lam i nat I 0\1 and 

cutting-to-size operation into the tax-free zone. 
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4. Out look 

While in the previous paragraphs iauaediate actions were praposed 

...tlich c~n be imple•ented aostly without any or just with limited 

lnvest-.ents the followill9 paragraphs shall consider improvements 

w.~ich woald re-tuire more time for the i11Pleaaentation. 

4. 1. En9 i neer i r19 Serv ices 

The already stated intention to offer ell9ineerinq services to 

outside CCM1Panies such as in the Third World could be expanded 

once the modular system is installed in the furniture production 

l ir.es. 

Very likely by that time CAD will be installed in the engineering 

department which would be a definite precondition for offering of 

such services. 

Both - the modular production sy~tem of furniture as well as CAD 

for the eng i nee;- i n9 works - are today needed for such se1-v ices 

not only in terms of precision and standardisation but mainly in 

terms of the time factor. 

When offer h19 such services it hati to be accepted that as •my 

customer buying anything once having made the decision, he wants , 
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the impiementation as soon as possible. And here is the bottle 

neck to be 11aastered: Between the decision <contract> •ade and 

the bE9inning of the work is the discrepancy. 

For the custoaer it is only the chaise of a civil engineer. the 

contact with the company or authority to provide electricity and 

some other e119ineers as well as the purchase of the land which he 

aostly has ac~uired already. and he is then ready to go ahead. 

But for the encJineeri119 cQat?any the bulk.of the Nark has to be 

done !n almost no ti.a. The detailed plannin9 in connection with 

so many influencing factors has to be chosen and ;mpleaaented on 

drawings in connection with •uch design and coordinating works. 

And this today can simply no loncJer be done .anually but through 

reproduction on aachines i.e. CAD. 

4.2. Knowhow Transfer 

In connection with the en9ineerin9 services it will be possible 

to est9tblish a knowhow transfer. This can be done in connection 

with simple co-operation agreements bet111een ove1-seas companies as 

in develcpin9 countries. 

Such an agreement could secure an overseas company in getting 

per~nently new designs while HEBLO could benefit from selltn9 

the design which is to be made for their own production anyhow 
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Such an agreement could also provide fo1- tr."l in i ng of foreigners 

in HEBLO while HEBLO at the same time would benefit from cheaper 

labour during the trainincJ time. 

Finally such an agree9ent would estab Lish a permanent contact to 

an overseas company with the possibility of exchanging experience 

and obtaining general infor•ations on raw materials. market 

trends and many other aspects. too. 

4.3. Export and Import of Furniture Components 

In the further develo;iaaent of such co-operation agreements even 

the exchanqe or supply of components could be considered being 

export fur the one and import for the other company making use of 

cheaper or more efficient production possibilities. 

4.4. Joint Ventures in Far East and other f'arts of the World 

Following the previously sketched development programme the final 

goal will be Joint Ventures in overseas countries. 

Such joint ventures will in rddition to the exchange of design 

drawin9s. or tra inin9 per•onnel. or furniture components then 

also provide for a participation in the mana9ement. in the 

company policy and strategy of an overseas comp.any. and finally 

and hopefully also in the profit of such a company. 
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Fer going all tt.e way from exports only towards co-operation. 

knowhow -transfer. exch.;nqe of personne L and components. and 

finally into joint ver.ture-s it wi LL certainly ba necessary to 

have own offices in such areas or countries with all the benefits 

of a continuous presence. 

S.. Conclusion 

Based on the facts found during the short time of ~he mission it 

is stated that the cofftpany seems to be halfway beta.seen a factory 

producing for the hi 9h demand of the c 1 iente le under the ma in 

problem of continuous delivery time difficulties, and a combinat 

which has to concentrate on marketing of furniture as the main 

products while many other sectors are in a continuous expansion 

and diversification process taking ever an increasingly greater 

share of the revenue. 

On this way it is recommended to hire an expatriate industrial 

desH;ner immediately and to transfer the production from the 

present manufacturing of furniture almost completely without the 

modular system into a process where only modular furniture 

components are being produced. 
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Not on Ly the manufactur i n9 w i LL be easier and cheaper but a Lso 

the amount of money being bound in the intermediate storage wi LL 

be reduced th1-ough those measures. 

In a parall~l action to improve the efficiency of the company the 

expOl-t should be expanded as rapidly and as soon as poss i b Le by 

ap;:;ointil19 agents and selling directly. 01- indirectly 'through them 

and by giving the export department a better efficiency by having 

them connected to the cocnpany's main computer. 

Also the establishment of a Laminating and cutting-to-size line 

in the tax-free zone seems an Immediate posible action unless 

it will take too long until this zone has been established. I~ 

this case the components should be produced meanwhile in the main 

factory but sales of furniture components to Italy and Austria 

should commence as soon as possible. 

W i th those i mniec! i ate act i ans ta ken the necessa1-y increase of 

revenue can be achieved and this revenue can then be used to 

expand the company beyond the boundari~s of Yugoslavia in the 

effort to secure further expansion despitE the world competition. 




